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Abstract.  The suitability of a software process model depends on the specific project context where it is applied. 
When software process models are tailored, enacted or simulated, unstructured information about a particular project 
context is required. Therefore it is natural to consider the context model related to a software process as a key element 
to generate suitable software processes. This paper presents a survey of context modeling approaches for tailoring 
software processes. It also analyses the stages of the software process engineering for which the modeling approaches 
are useful. The main objective of such analysis is to identify useful constructs of a context meta-model, which can be 
used to represent specific project contexts. Based on these constructs a Software Project Context Modeling Language 
(SPCML) has been proposed. The SPCML constructs and a canonical example are presented and discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

Software processes have been recognized as a critical piece for developing software systems [Hum89]. 

However, defining and applying suitable software processes demands a great effort. Since there is no a 

unique software process able to deal with various organizational, project and product characteristics, an 

adaptable process model is required. Typically the organizational characteristics are considered in its 

general software process, therefore they do not need to be considered for each particular project. 

However the project and the product features must be considered in every development, because they 

usually change with the project. Considering these particularities the general software process should 

therefore tell us both, how the process varies and when it varies depending on the project and product 

features.  

 

Each development has its own characteristics and requires a particular range of techniques and practices 

to be performed [LN04]. In this scenario, selecting a set of process constructs and integrating them into a 

coherent process is almost mandatory. The resulting development process model must be aligned with 

the organizational business context [CMKC09].  

 

Each project context should dictate the definition of the process that best fits it. In a variety of process 

models, contextualized information normally is used to make decisions about how to choose or adapt a 

software process model to specific situations. Computable contextual representations are typically 

required to automatically perform this tailoring and also to reduce the uncertainty and effort related to 

this activity. This reduction is particularly relevant for small and medium sized software organizations 

because they usually count on few time and economical resources to perform such activity. Therefore 

counting on a context computable model would facilitate and make automatable the software process 

tailoring. 

 

The context models are subject of research, because a well designed model is the key to establish the 

most suitable software process at hand. These models typically take into account a project specific 

variable, e.g. the business or technological risk, the technological support, the skills of the development 

team, or any other variable affecting the development process. Moreover, these models mainly address 
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the context modeling considering just one specific process; typically the one defined as organizational 

process. In contrast with such approach this work intends to define a generic context model (or meta-

model) that allow us to address several software process models.  
 

The literature reports various approaches to guide the selection of a process according to a given project 

context. These works deal with different kinds of context factors characterizing situations.  However, to 

the best of our knowledge, and with the exception of our previous works, the context model has not been 

formalized in an intentional way; particularly, to support process tailoring via model transformations. 

This work defines a language for representing context models and facilitates thus its uses in the 

ADAPTE project1.  
 

Next section briefly introduces the concepts behind the software process engineering and the related 

works. Section 3 presents a study on context modeling based on an exhaustive literature review. Section 

4 proposes a domain specific language to define project context models. Such language was named 

Software Project Context Modeling Language (SPCML), and it is intended for describing software 

project contexts. Section 5 presents the conclusions and the future work. 

2 Process Engineering  

Process engineering is the software engineering area involved in defining practices to represent, apply, 

improve and evolve software process [FH93]. Model-driven engineering (MDE) [Sch06] is a software 

development approach in which abstract models are defined and systematically transformed into more 

concrete models, and eventually into source code. MDE has been used in software process engineering 

[BB01], particularly using transformations as instantiation strategies [KSPGS09]. In such 

transformations the contextual information of a particular project becomes vital to determine how to 

tailor an organizational software process to become it suitable for such project. 
 

Figure 1 shows the general MDE strategy proposed in ADAPTE to perform software process 

engineering. The tailoring process uses two components as input: (1) the organizational software 

process model and (2) the specific context model. The first one represents the general strategy defined by 

the software company to address their projects, and the second one capture the context characterization 

of the project to address (e.g. complexity, duration and risk level). Both components must be specified in 

computable representations since the tailoring process would be as automatic as possible. It allows the 

tailoring process to be predictable, repeatable and low-cost [HBQ11].  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Software process model transformation 
 

                                                           
1 http://www.adapte.cl/ 

http://www.adapte.cl/
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The software process model transformation component uses the two previously mentioned inputs to 

perform the tailoring process using a set of tailoring rules. The tailoring rules were defined by the 

software organization according to previous experiences or recognized best practices. The outcome of 

the software process model transformation is the target software process model, also known as the 

tailored process.  

 

Context process modeling might full fit particular requirements to achieve the target process models 

from the source process model, for instance the formality level of such process. Additionally, at each 

stage of the process engineering, context information is about different concerns; e.g. at tailoring, project 

specific information could be required, at enactment, physical environment information could be need 

and at simulation statistical information could be required.  

3 Study of the Context Modeling 

The literature reports a several definitions for context in computer science [BP99, ZLO07]. In case of 

software development we define the project context as the set of attributes instances that characterizes 

the project, the product to be developed, the participating resources, the tools to be used and the 

environmental conditions. Context is the element under which the process variability makes sense. An 

adaptable software process model is insufficient if a context-based mechanism is not used in the 

adaptation. This section presents an exhaustive literature review that tries to identify context constructs 

and stages of the process engineering where these constructs are used. Next section describes the 

framework used to classify these proposals, and then the results of the literature study are presented and 

discussed.  

3.1 Classification criteria of proposals for context modeling 

In order to classify the different approaches for using context information in software process 

engineering, we have defined a set of classification criteria, which are shown Table 1. These criteria has 

been defined taking into account one of the goals to be reached in the ADAPTE project; i.e. the 

automatic tailoring of software processes based on project contextual information.  

 
Table 1. Classification criteria for using software projects contextual information 

Criterion Description Set of the values 

Stage Time point of the process engineering when the context 

information is used. 

{Refinement, Tailoring, Enactment, 

Analysis, Customization, 

Simulation, Definition} 

Formality  Level of the formality used to define the specific situation. {High, Medium, Low} 

Dimensions If the concerns taken in count for the situation specification 

have been grouped by relevant categories. 

Yes/No 

Utility Which is the goal to be reached when using the contextual 

situational information: selecting a process pattern, learning 

about previous decisions, deriving or configuring a new 

process model. 

{Selection, Analysis, Derivation, 

Configuration}. 

Constructs Base elements used to specify the situations. Strings 

Representation It represents the format in which the context model is 

specified. Such representations go from text to a Domain 

Specific Language (DSL). 

{Text, List, Table, Tree, Graph, DSL} 
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Next we briefly present the meaning of the non-trivial values that can be assumed by the proposed 

criteria. It will help understand the analysis presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3. As was indicated in Table 

1, the stage criterion can take the following values: 

- Refinement: This stage refers to the stage where a process engineer requires detailing a part of (or 

the whole) software process model.  

- Tailoring: It refers to the stage when a software process model must be adapted to be applied to a 

specific situation.  

- Enactment: During enactment the software process model is instantiated to a specific development 

project.  

- Analysis: This stage refers to the examination of the software process model in order to asses, study 

or improve its quality.  

- Customization: During customization the process engineer reuses and adapts a generic or 

commercial process model in order to make it suitable for a specific organization.  

- Simulation: This stage represents the execution of a process model on a simulated scenario in order 

to analyze the process behavior. 

- Definition: During this stage the specification of an organizational process model is performed.  

The level of formality of a contextual representation can be: 

- High: High formality refers to formal specification such as languages, metamodels and ontologies, 

or any other type of unambiguous representations able to be computed automatically by a software 

system. 

- Medium: This category refers to semi-formal specifications, such as data structures and tables. 

- Low: These are informal specifications, such as textual specifications, which probably will be 

ambiguous and unable to be processed automatically by a software system. 

In order to facilitate the understanding of the values that can be assumed by the construct criterion, we 

will explain more in detail this criterion in the next section using the results of the literature review. The 

utility criterion refers to the use of the context information as support of a certain activity. The values 

that can be assigned to the utility criterion are the following ones: 

- Selection: In this case the context information is used for selecting a process model from a set of 

alternatives. 

- Analysis: In this case the context information is used for analyzing the suitability of a process model 

to a specific situation. 

- Derivation: In derivation the context information is used for deriving a context-specific process 

model from a general software process model. 

- Building: In this case the context information is used for selecting fragments of a software process 

model, while the software process model is being built. 

- Configuration: In this case the context information is used for defining a specific configuration of a 

configurable process model. 
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The type of representation refers to the specific mechanisms to specify context information. The 

contextual information can assume the following values: 

- Text: The representation attribute is set as text when the context information is expressed using 

natural language. 

- List: The representation is labeled as list when it is expressed using a list of typified values, 

normally pairs <context attribute, value>   

- Table: The representation is labeled as table when it involves the use of tables with context 

attributes and possible values. 

- Tree: A value of tree is used when the context information is organized by hierarchies, where 

usually the last level corresponds to values of context attributes.  

- Graph: Here the context information is organized as graphs, where each context construct is defined 

as a node and the relationships between these constructs are defined as edges. 

- DSL: Here the context information is defined as an instance of a context domain specific language 

(Context DSL) using formally the constructs defined in that language. 

Using these criteria and also the results of an exhaustive literature review, we have classified the several 

proposals. The obtained result is shown in sections 3.2 and 3.3.  

3.2 Literature review in software project context information 

The context of a process varies according to the values assumed by, e.g., different project, team and 

environmental variables. Due these characteristics are defined (or at least known) for every 

development, it enables us to automatically transform a software process model from a stage to another. 

In order to analyze how context information has been represented in previous proposals, we have 

reviewed and classified the proposals according to the criteria defined in the previous section. 

 

As a starting point we have conducted an incremental literature review about how the context 

information is used in the stages of the process engineering. This review has allows us to understand 

different aspects of the context information required at specific decision points. The obtained results are 

presented in the Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Classification of related works based on the process engineering stages 

 

Proposal Stage Formality Dimensions Utility Constructs Representation 

[HWBBK05] Customization Low No Selecting Characteristic, Project Capability Text 

[RC99] Definition, 

Tailoring and 

Simulation 

Medium Yes Selecting, 

Derivation 

Factor, Value Table 

[BCHWMS95] Enactment 

(Estimation) 

Low Yes Other 

(Planning) 

Scale Factor, Feature Text 

[MW06] Tailoring High No Selecting 

 

Factor, Value List 

[Xu05] Tailoring Low Yes Selecting, 
Derivation 

Challenge Category, Evaluation 
Question 

Text 

[WSW07] Definition, 

Refining 

Low No Refining Characteristic Text 
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Proposal Stage Formality Dimensions Utility Constructs Representation 

[KL05] Tailoring Low No Selecting Project Problem, Failure Factor Text 

[KSPBKL08] Tailoring Medium Yes Derivation Category, Value, Multiplicity Table 

[ST06] Analysis Low No Selecting Organization Detail Table 

[GWJAR09] Enactment Low No Configuration Question, Answer Text 
(Questionnaire) 

[MKSPM08] Customization Low No Selecting Decision Card (Agile) Text 

[MD07] Customization Low No Selecting Project Parameter Table 

[BK05] Analysis, 
Customization 

Low No Analysis, 
Selecting 

Focus, Time-dependent Goal Text 

[HB09] Definition, 

Tailoring 

Medium Yes Derivation Context Dimension, Attribute, Value, 

Priority 

Context DSL 

[KSPGS09] Enactment Low No Derivation Constraint List 

[RF09] Tailoring Medium No Building Context Situation, Intention Process DSL 

[ZFH05] Customization Low No Selecting, 

Building 

Organizational Needs Text 

[He02] Customization Low No Selecting, 
Building 

- Text 

[AKMMO9] Analysis, 

Definition, 

Tailoring 

High Yes Building, 

Analysis 

Scope, Attribute, Value, Priority, 

Features, Map 

List 

[FMZ06] Enactment - - Derivation - List (of rules) 

[BR87] Tailoring Low Yes Building Goal, Sub Goal, Question Text 

[Lo96] Tailoring Low Yes Building Project Requirement Text 

[KB10] Tailoring Medium Yes Selecting Driver, Relevance Table 

[PNS06] Tailoring Medium No Derivation Project Environment, Parameter List 

[MPDG06] Tailoring Low No Selecting, 
Building 

Criteria Text 

[RK00] Simulation Low No Analysis Condition Text 

 

In this literature analysis we have grouped the values of the criterion constructs according to the 

software process context meta-model SPCM proposed by Hurtado et al. [HB09]. Such proposal 

considers several granularities for the contextual information: context dimensions, attributes, and 

attribute values and priorities. Next we define each one, from the coarsest to the finest of such 

information. 

─ Context dimensions: It represents a group of the related contextual attributes. The research works 

presented in Table 2 have called to these contextual dimensions with several names, such as 

categories and scale factors. 

─ Context Attribute: It represents a particular contextual element inside a dimension. Similar to the 

context dimension element, the authors of the reviewed articles have assigned various names to 

these context attributes, e.g. characteristic, factor, driver, question, criteria and constraint.  

─ Context Attribute Value: It express a specific value to be assumed by a context attribute. The values 

of an attribute have been called factor value, criteria value and answer. 
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─ Priority: It defines a possible priority level to each context attribute. Relevance is a possible 

synonym of priority. Driver could be also used instead of priority, if a driver is the strongest context 

attribute. 

 

There are also relevant constructs that do not have been identified in Hurtado et al. proposal [HB09], and 

that have been found in the literature review. This is the case of goals, intention, multiplicity and 

mapping, which represent interesting concepts to specify project contexts. The project goals and 

intention could give higher level information to make decisions at tailoring time. Multiplicity could help 

us to express replication of process elements at enacting time. Mapping could help determinate the 

relationships between context attributes, in order to establish priorities, identify drivers and define 

abstract transformation rules. Of course there are values for the criterion constructs that are absolutely 

ad hoc for a particular situation or projects niche. That is the case of constructs with values such as 

project requirement, condition, or organization detail. Next subsections present some statistics 

indicating, from the literature review, the percentage of proposals focused in a certain process stage, 

goal (or activity to be supported) and formalism level. 

3.2.1. Software context representations according to the process engineering stages 

 

Each stage in which the contextual information is used has its own concerns; however a unique meta-

model could have sufficient expressive power to deal with them. At each stage the transformations 

require specific information to create a possible target model.  

 

The activity more demanding for contextual information is the tailoring (Figure 2). However 

customization from Commercial Off-The-Shelf Process (COTS Process) has also an important 

relevance, particularly for selecting a process from a set of commercial options for an organization or 

specific project.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Use of context information by stage of the process engineering 
 

The use of contextual information is also important as support of the software process definition and 

enactment. However during the process enactment in real projects, little context information is used by 

people in charge of such activity.  
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3.2.2. Software context representations by activity to be supported 

 

The Figure 3 presents how the context information is used according to the literature review. Most 

works use contextualized information for selecting a process model or a software process pattern. 

However, an important number of works show that such information is also frequently used for deriving 

and building a software process model. In these cases the definition of the project context is typically 

more formal than the specifications used for selecting a process model. Just few works report the use of 

contextual information for configuring, analyzing and refining software processes. 

 

Figure 3. Use of context information by utility criterion 

3.2.3. Software context representations by formalism level 

 

Context requires formalization if we want to use it as input for automatic transformations of a software 

process. Considering the performed literature review, Figure 4 shows the percentage of mechanisms 

used to represent context information. Only a 7,7% of these representations, i.e. those using a DSL 

specification, are useful to conduct a MDE approach. Lists and tables are representations near the ideal 

representation; i.e. these mechanisms could be rich enough to be re-written in a context meta-model.  

 
 

Figure 4. Context Representation 
 

The 53,8% of the proposals use natural language; i.e. text. This type of representation is hard understand 

not only by people but also by MDE applications, and therefore it is not recommended as input to define 

a unified meta-model, although it offers rich information about the possible constructs (or synonymous) 
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to give a rich semantic to the meta-model, for instance: criteria, driver, characteristic, question, goal, 

attribute, factor, feature to define a specific aspect in the context and value, answer, and factor value to 

specify specific values in a specific situation. Additionally, appear keywords as priority when all the 

aspects do not have the same weight, challenge as goal to achieve, condition to specify restrictions and 

maps to related these aspects. 

3.3 Languages for Context Modeling 

Context models are transversal components, therefore they have been applied to several areas [BD05]. A 

software process could be specified as a context-aware system, because it is necessary to adjust its 

definition or behavior in the time, for instance, when the process is tailored to a specific project context. 

Strang and Linnhoff-Popien [SL04] present a classification of proposals according to the data structures 

they use to exchange contextual information in context-aware systems. Based on such work, next we 

briefly explain some of the most relevant proposals. 

 

Key-value pair model: This is the most simple data structure for modeling contextual information. 

Already Schilit et al. [SAW94] used key-value pairs to model the context by providing the value of 

context information to an application as an environment variable. In particular, key-value pairs are easy 

to manage, but it does not have capabilities for sophisticated structuring that enable to use efficient 

context retrieval algorithms. 

 

Markup scheme models: Similar to most markup scheme modeling approaches, this one involves a 

hierarchical data structure consisting of markup tags with attributes and content. In particular, the 

content of the markup tags is usually recursively defined by other markup tags. Typical representatives 

of this kind of context modeling approaches are profiles. They are usually based on a serialization of a 

derivative of Standard Generic Markup Language (SGML).   

 

Graphical models: A well-known general purpose modeling language is the Unified Modeling 

Language (UML) which has strong graphical components (UML diagrams). Due to its generic structure, 

UML is also appropriate to model the contexts. Particularly, in Object-Role Modeling (ORM), the basic 

modeling concept is the fact, and the modeling of a domain using ORM involves identifying appropriate 

fact types and the roles that entity types play in these. Henricksen extended ORM [HJM05] to allow fact 

types to be categorized, according to their persistence and source, either as static (facts that remain 

unchanged as long as the entities they describe persist) or as dynamic. The latter ones are further 

distinguished depending on the source of the facts as either profiled, sensed or derived types. Another 

quality indicator introduced by Henricksen is a history fact type to cover a time-aspect of the context. 

The last extension to ORM made by Henricksen for context modeling purposes are fact dependencies, 

which represent a special type of relationship between facts, where a change in one fact leads 

automatically to a change in another fact: the dependsOn relation.  

 

Object-Oriented Model: Similar to other object-oriented context modeling approaches, this one also 

intends to use the construct provided by this paradigm, e.g. encapsulation and reusability, to cover parts 

of the problems arising from the dynamics of the context. The details of the context processing are 

encapsulated into an objects level, and thus such processing is kept hidden to other components. Access 

to contextual information is provided through specified interfaces only. The context is modeled as an 

abstraction level on top of the available objects, providing contextual information through their 

interfaces, hiding the details of determining the output values. 
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Logic-Based Model: Logic defines the conditions on which a concluding expression or fact may be 

derived (a process known as reasoning or inference) from a set of other expressions or facts. In order to 

describe these conditions in a set of rules, a formal system is used. In a logic based context model, the 

context is consequently defined as facts, expressions and rules. Usually contextual information is added 

to, updated in and deleted from a logic based system in terms of facts or inferred from the rules in the 

system respectively.  

 

Some approaches for context modeling has been identified in the SiME - Situational Method 

Engineering area [KDC10]. Next we describe the most important ones. 

 

Reuse frame: A set of the criteria allows specifying a context of method fragments reuse for 

searching or comparing in order to find an alternative fragment to a used one. The frame includes a 

reuse situation organized into three dimensions (i.e. organizational, technical and human) and reuse 

intention. 

 

Interface: A method fragment has associated an interface including context information, such as a 

situation and an intention. The situation defines as the method fragment could be used (work 

products associated) and the intention defines the goal that the method fragment helps to achieve. 

 

Method Service Context: Aims at describing the suitable situation to a project development for a 

method service (it includes de service proposal). This model includes domain characteristics (e.g. 

project nature, and project domain) and human (actor), process and product ontologies. 

 

Contingency factors: Context characteristics are described as contingency factors. These factors 

are used for describing specific projects by assigning values to them. 

 

Development situation: Situations are used to characterize the specific projects and to select 

configuration packages (methods fragments). The situation model includes a set of the 

characteristics. 

 

For software processes, the context of a project may vary according to different project variables such 

as: product size, project duration, product complexity, team size, application domain knowledge, and 

familiarity with the involved technology, among others. The study case of Perez et al. [PEM96] defines 

the characteristics of a software process model and its environment, and determines how congruent the 

process model is in the given environment using project information of a specific organization.  

 

On the other hand, COCOMO II [BCHWMS95] defines a cost model for projects based on situational 

information. This information is defined as a fix set of factors and their scaling factors. The context 

dimension is introduced by Mirbel & Ralylte [MR05] as a way to separate context concerns in a 

matching strategy for selecting chunks in a roadmap approach to SiME.  

 

In the work of Bucher et al. [BKW06] a context engineering method is proposed where context factors 

are identified and analyzed to enable the engineering of contextual methods. Royce [Roy98] presents an 

approach to tailor the Unified Process based on two dimensions of characteristics (technical and 

management complexities). The characteristics in the literature cited above are discriminating factors 
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such as scale, stakeholder cohesion or contention, process flexibility or rigor, process maturity, 

architectural risk and domain experience.  

 

According to Aharoni & Reinhartz-Berger [AR08] a specific context can be defined as a vector of 

characteristics that relate to the organization, the project, the developing team, the customer, etc. 

However, defining the context as a formal model enables us to automatically tailor the organizational 

process according to it.  

3.4 Contextual variables to be considered in a project context 

There are few proposals indicating the context dimensions and variables that can be used to adapt 

software processes. Antunes et al [ACG10] propose a context model that identifies four dimensions: 

domain, organization, project and personal. However, the proposal does not include a description of the 

variables and the values of those variables for such context dimensions. 

 

Araujo et al propose a set of context dimensions and attributes to be considered when defining or 

adapting software processes [ASRB04]: domain, organization, project, task, team, roles, product, 

business domain, client/user. Provided that these dimension were not proposed for Small and Medium-

sized Enterprises (SME), the number of context dimension overcome the numbers that can be handled 

by small organizations. In addition, the granularity of the context dimensions is heterogeneous; therefore 

it is complex to use them as input for process tailoring rules. 

 

Maffin proposes a contextual framework that influence the software development life cycle [Ma98]. It is 

composed of four context dimensions (project, organization, product and personnel) and fifteen context 

variables (Figure 5.a). Although the size and scope of the context framework seems to be appropriate for 

a SME, the context variables are still coarse-grained. It means these variables must be derived in several 

fine-grain definitions to be used as input of process tailoring rules. Once done this task, final list of 

variables would probably be too long to be used by SME.   

 

 

Figure 5.a. Context variables influencing the development 

process [Ma98] 

 

Figure 5.b. Relationships between the 2 sets of 

factors [Kru09] 
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Kruchten identifies two sets of factors that make up the context: the organizational-level factors and the 

project-level factors (Figure 5.b.) [Kru09]. Typically organization-level factors influence the project-

level factors, which in turn should drive the process and practices used in each project. Kruchten also 

mentions that “in small organizations, with few software development projects, this distinction does not 

apply and all factors are on the same level”. 

 

Other researchers have also identified a quite similar set of context dimensions/variables. For example 

Boehm and Turner have identified 5 factors to contrast software process/methods: size, criticality, 

personnel (particularly skills, know-how), dynamism (rate of change) and culture (of the team) [BT03]. 

Cockburn have identified that the project size, its criticality and team skills are drivers for selecting 

particular processes from the Crystal family of processes [Coc01]. Ambler has identified eight scaling 

factors (context variables) that must be considered when define, select or adapt a software process. 

These factors are the following ones: team size, geographical distribution, regulatory compliance, 

domain complexity, organizational distribution, technical complexity, organizational complexity, and 

enterprise discipline. Similar to the previous cases, they need a more detailed definition to be used for 

tailoring software processes. Moreover, these context attributes were not defined thinking in SME, 

therefore their suitability for that work scenario must be evaluated. 

4 A Domain Specific Language to define Project Context Models  

This section presents the definition and implementation of a DSL for software project context modeling. 

The proposal is explained in detail in the next subsections. 

4.1 Language Definition 

We have developed a canonical specification for introducing the Software Project Context Modeling 

Language (SPCML). The SPCML proposal has been obtained from empirical experience of the authors 

and consultants in software process improvement and definition. In order to do that we have considered 

the relevant factors for adapting the software process in the practice in SME – Small and Medium 

Enterprises. Next we present the structure and main components of the proposed language. 

 

4.1.1. Language basic components 

 

The language is composed of two basic components: context attributes and links between these 

attributes. The meaning of each context attribute (i.e. its definition) is available in the Annex A. The 

attributes considered in SPCML were grouped in four context dimensions: project, team, product and 

process. Next we briefly describe such dimensions, the context attributes involved in such categories, 

and the set of values that can be assigned to the attributes.  

 

   Software Development Project Context CanonicalCase 

 

      Dimension Project 

ProjectType:  {newDevelopment, extension, maintenance} 

Duration:  {short, medium, large} 

ClientInvolvement:  {high, medium, low, known} 

Problem Knowledge: {clear, ambiguous, unclear} 
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TimeConstraints: {veryConstrained, typical, unconstrained} 

BudgetConstraints: {veryConstrained, typical, unconstrained} 

 

      Dimension Team  

TeamSize:   {veryRestricted, typical, unrestricted} 

TeamExpertise:  {high, regular, low} 

BussinesKnowledge: {know, affordable, unknown} 

ProductKnowledge:   {know, affordable, unknown} 

 

      Dimension Product  

TechnicalComplexity:  {high, medium, low} 

QualityRelevance: {high, regular, minimum} 

 

       Dimension Process 

ProcessFocus:  {finalProduct, everyProduct} 

 

These dimensions and their attributes have been identified based on the literature review, the experience 

of the authors and participants in the ADAPTE project. Moreover, in this definition was also considered 

the particularities of the development scenario that is present in a typical SME. Although in Section 3.4 

we have shown a long list of variables (or context attributes) that can be used as part of a project context, 

just some of them (those included in SPCML) are relevant to tailor or select process models in a SME 

scenario. 

 

Concerning the links considered in SPCML, all of them establish a relationship between two context 

attributes. The language defines three types of link: priority link, peer-to-peer link and no relationship. 

A priority link is represented with an arrow that goes from a source attribute to a destination one. In that 

case any decision made for tailoring or selecting a software process must assign priority to the source 

attribute over the destination attribute. In other words, the priority link establishes a hierarchical 

relevance between two context attributes. 

 

The peer-to-peer links indicate that two context attributes are related, but there is no hierarchical 

relationship between them. Finally, when there is no link between two attributes it means they are 

independent and therefore can be considered separately to conduct a selection or tailoring process. This 

information about the links of a project context model eases the decision making during a tailoring 

process. 

 

Finally the language considers the configurations, also known as Project Specific Contexts, which are 

particular instances of the project context model for specific development projects. A Project Specific 

Context is a collection of attributes, which are set to one of the possible values indicated by the Context 

Model. An example of a Project Specific Context for a small project context is specified below. Such 

configuration, named small project, refers to a short and typical extension project. As we can see in the 

example, the configuration just includes the context attributes (with the respective value) that are 

relevant for that project context.   

 
ProjectSpecificContext SmallProject 

{ProjectType = extension, Duration = short, TimeSizeRestrictions = typical} 
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4.1.2. SPCML graphical representation 

 

Table 3 presents the graphical representation of the elements considered in SPCML. 

 
Table 3. Graphical elements of SPCML 

Graphical Element Meaning 

ContextAttributeName

ContextAttributeValue

 

Context attribute. Each context attribute has a name and a current value 

which must be set when a configuration is defined. If a context attribute is set 

as “null”, it means that such attribute does not have to be considered in such 

configuration. 

 

Priority link. The link indicates that the two context attributes involved in the 

relationship must be considered together. In case of priority links, any 

decision (or rule) related to the source attribute has priority over the decisions 

(or rules) made for the target attribute.  

 

Peer-to-peer link. This link is similar to the priority link, however in this case 

there is not priority to apply the decisions (or rules) defined for the involved 

attributes. 

 

4.1.3. SPCML conceptual structure 
 

Figure 6 shows the conceptual structure of SPCML, which involves three key concepts: 

ContextAttribute, Dimension and ProjectSpecificAttribute. As was previously mentioned, a 

ContextAttribute represents a relevant characteristic of the project context that may be required for 

tailoring. An example of a Context Attribute is the Project Type. A ContextAttribute can take one of a set 

of values defined as ContextAttributeValue. A Context Attribute Value represents a specific value for 

qualifying a Context Attribute. Examples of Context Attribute Values for the Project Type Context 

Attribute include newDevelopment, extension and maintenance. 
  

 
 

Figure 6. Basic concepts used in SPCML 
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A Context Dimension represents a collection of related Context Attributes. A Dimension eases the 

separation of concerns applied to Context Attributes. An example of Dimension is Team Dimension, 

referring to team attributes such as TeamSizeRestrictions, TeamExpertise BussinesKnowledge and 

Product Knowledge. A Context is represented as a collection of Dimensions. A Context represents the 

whole context model. In order to represent possible specific project contexts (also known as 

configurations), a Project Specific Context has be included into the language. A Project Specific 

Attribute is linked to a Context Attribute, which is also linked to a unique Context Attribute Value. Next 

section shows the implementation of the SPCML specification. 

4.2 Language Implementation 

SPCML has been implemented as a meta-model, since the context information manipulation must be 

done via model transformations, as proposed in the ADAPTE project. Particularly ATL – Atlas 

Transformation Language– [ATL05] was used as inputs, and the outputs models were defined in XMI 

(XML Metadata Interchange) format.  

 

The meta-model has been implemented in Ecore, the meta-meta model of Eclipse Modeling Framework, 

which is presented in Figure 7. This figure shows the above defined context elements, but in this case 

the relationships between the elements have been detailed. 

  

Figure 7. SPCML Meta-model 

A canonical definition of the Project Context Model can be specified as a tree using SPCML (Figure 8) 

and also using a XMI representation (Annex B). 
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Figure 8.  The canonical example represented as a tree 

5 Conclusions and Further Work 

Dorr et al. [DEE08] suggest that the right set of practices for a project can be better found if we 

understand the context of the company. Several other researchers such as Stetter [Ste00], Maffin [Ma08] 

Kruchten [Kru09], Cockburn [Coc01] and Ambler [Amb09] states that the organizational software 

process have to be adapted to suit the boundary conditions (context) of the specific development project. 

 

In this document we have started reporting the revision and classification of proposals reported by the 

literature in order to establish a state of the art on the use of context information for engineering 

software processes. In order to do that we have defined the evaluation criteria to establish the same 

perspective for the proposals comparison. The results of the literature review indicate that the most 

frequent use of context information is for tailoring software processes. Particularly, the information is 

used to determine which process is the most appropriate to guide a certain software development project; 

i.e. it is for selecting a software process. Most context representations involve textual information or 

various other types of informal specifications. Just few proposals present a more formal specification, 

e.g. a Domain Specific Language, which allows us to automatically derive a software process model 

from other process model.   

 

Provided that in model driven engineering the information is typically specified through models, we 

have identified the need to define a meta-model to express the project context information. The literature 

review reported in this work allows us to identify some relevant constructs to define rich context models 

with a high expressiveness level. Based on these constructs and considering the work scenario that is 

present in most SME, we have proposed an expressive language named SPCML (Software Project 

Context Modeling Language) to specify project context. Thus we try to facilitate the application of MDE 
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strategies in each stage of software process engineering. In this language definition we have used the 

authors experience and some process engineers involved in the ADAPTE project. The language 

definition also includes the visual representation of its components and also its implementation in a 

computable language (i.e. XMI). 

 

A canonical context model for a SME has been defined. The next step is to apply it to some of the SME 

that are participating in the ADAPTE project. Moreover, a usable graphical interface will be developed 

for hiding the complexity of the meta-model and the markup language. It will facilitate the context 

definition to both, process engineers and software engineers. 
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Annex A. Definition of the SPCML components 
 

As was mentioned in section 4.1.1, the SPCML language is composed of two basic components: context 

attributes and links between the attributes, and these attributes were grouped in four context dimensions: 

project, team, product and process. Next sections define these dimensions, the context attributes to be 

considered in each of them, and the values that can be assumed by those attributes. 

 

A.1. Project context dimension 

 

The project dimension represents the main features characterizing the project itself, which are also 

useful to tailor or select a software process for such context. This dimension involves the following 

context variables (or context attributes): 

 

Project type: This feature indicates if the project is a new development, an extension, or a 

maintenance (i.e. replace/re-implement components). 

 

Duration: This variable indicates the current project duration according to the reference values 

established by each software organization. The values that can be assigned to this project attribute are 

the following ones: short, medium, large. 

 

Client involvement: This attribute indicates the involvement level of the client (and eventually also 

the users) in the development project. This involvement level must be quantified considering useful 

time assigned by the client (and eventually users) to the project. The values that can be assigned to 

this attribute are: high, regular, low, unknown. 

 

Problem Knowledge: This attribute indicates how clear and delimited is the problem to address in a 

software project. The values that can be assumed by this attribute are: clear (the problem is identified, 

validated and its scope is delimited), ambiguous (the problem seems to be identified, but it must be 

validated and its scope must be delimited), and unclear (the problem to address and its scope must be 

identified). 

 

Time Restrictions: This attribute indicates how tight is the project schedule considering the resources 

assigned for its development. The values that can be assigned to this attribute are: very constrained, 

typical, unconstrained. 

 

Budget Restrictions: This attribute indicates how tight is the project budget, considering the 

resources required for its development. The values that can be assigned to this attribute are: very 

constrained, typical, unconstrained.  

 

A.2. Team context dimension 

 

The team dimension tries to characterize the task force assigned to a development project. Next we 

present the attributes that are part of this dimension. 

 

Team size: This attribute indicates how suitable is the task force assigned to the project. The values 

that can be assigned to team size are: very restricted (i.e. the team is minimal for such project), 
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typical (there is a small room to perform non-mandatory activities), unrestricted (there is room to 

perform non-mandatory activities). 

 

Team expertise: This variable represents the expertise level of the team, considering to the skills 

required to run the project. The values that can be assigned to team expertise are: high (highly 

appropriated for the project), regular (appropriated for the project), low (the team has weaknesses to 

run the project). 

 

Business knowledge: This variable indicates how much does the team knows about the business 

niche involved in the project. The values that can be assumed by this variable are the following ones: 

known (i.e. the business aspects are under control), affordable (the team knows about the business 

niche, but it has some uncertainty), unknown (the team has to learn about the business niche). 

 

Product knowledge: This attribute indicates how much does the team assigned to the project knows 

about the software product to be developed/extended. This attribute can be: high (if e.g. the assigned 

team –or part of it- was in charge of developing/extending the existing solution or other very similar 

to that), medium (if e.g. the team –or part of it- have access to people having the know-how of the 

product to be developed/extended), unknown (if the team have to learn about the product features, 

structure and services).  

 

A.3. Product context dimension 

 

This dimension characterizes the product to be developed/extended/maintained through a project. The 

attributes involved in this dimension are the following ones: 

 

Technical complexity: This variable indicates the technical complexity involved in the activity of 

developing/extending/maintaining the product committed in a software project. The values that can 

be assumed by this variable are the following ones: high (the functionality is hard to develop, or the 

involved technology in the project is unknown for the team or immature), medium (there is some 

technical uncertainty on few components), low (the development activity and the technology to be 

used are under control). 

 

Quality relevance: This attribute indicates the relevance that the product quality has in a project. The 

values that can be assigned are: high (product quality is highly relevant in this project), regular (the 

quality is as relevant as in any other project), low (quality is not matter of concerns in this 

development). 

 

A.4. Process context dimension 

 

This dimension determines the relevance of counting on a formal development process in a certain 

project. This dimension has just one attribute, which is explained next. 

 

Process focus: According to deliverables that must be given to the client, this attribute determine the 

focus of the process required for a certain project. The values that can be assigned to this attribute are 

the following ones: product final (if the final product is the only (or almost the only) important 

deliverable of the project), process (if the project involves various important deliverables, such as 

requirements and design documents, and also the final product).  
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Annex B. Example of an XMI representation of a software project 
 

Next XMI code identifies project dimensions, attributes belonging to such dimensions and a set of 

values that can be assigned to the attributes. 

 

 
 


